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Summary
LEGOLAND Florida distinguishes itself
from other Orlando resorts by empowering
kids to take the lead. However, getting to
LEGOLAND involves an hour drive – at
minimum, from any airport – during which
no kids had fun or took the lead. The drive
had been cited as an obstacle by many resort
visitors, because long drives with young kids
are tough on families.
To make the drive feel less burdensome, we
first set out to understand why kids hated
car journeys so much, and why existing
solutions –games, apps, and movies– didn’t
work. Though little research existed on the
topic (poor kids!) we came to the realization
that kids grew frustrated when they lacked
information about their surroundings and
journey. This made sense; adults have
hundreds of apps at hand to supply journey
information constantly, but kids had nothing
comparable.
Knowing that mobile devices were the most
accessible during a car journey, we invented
a way to give kids the information they
need to engage with their surroundings as
they sit in the backseat: A GPS for kids. The
result? We’ve offered LEGOLAND visitors a
new way to experience a road trip, with kids
engaged, learning, and starting educational
conversations themselves.
Word count: 199

A Long Distance Situation
LEGOLAND Florida is one of many theme parks and tourist
attractions in the Orlando, Florida area that attracts visitors
from all over the world. But unlike its competitors who are
conveniently located within city limits, LEGOLAND is more
than an hour drive away from the nearest airport.
For LEGOLAND Florida’s target audience– families with
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kids aged 2-12– this drive can be the make or break factor
in deciding to visit the resort, because young kids
particularly dislike long car rides. LEGOLAND Florida
wanted to find a way to overcome this issue, and make the
drive less of a factor when families decided whether
to visit the resort.
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The Brief:

Make the drive to
LEGOLAND Florida seem
insignificant to choosing
the resort as a vacation
destination.

“I’m Bored!”
Audience Learnings

*Sources: https://www.simplypsychology.org/vygotsky.html,
https://www.simplypsychology.org/piaget.html

Within park gates, LEGOLAND Florida embraces this
truth, and ensures that everything from the rollercoasters
to the newspapers delivered to hotel guests are designed
for kids to take the lead. But during the drive to the park,
problem solving, free play and cognitive learning often take
a backseat. Parents, knowing they have to concentrate on
the road, try to distract kids with tech and games in order to
delay the inevitable: the whining, kicking, and cries of, “ARE
WE THERE YET?!”

Common Phrases from Children
on Summer Road Trips in the U.S.*

Gaming Devices Used
by Children in the U.S.**

As of May 2014

As of May 2014

LEGOLAND Florida differentiates itself from other resorts
by catering exclusively to kids aged 2-12. During these years,
kids’ brains are developing at a rapid pace and play is an
important part of cognitive learning.* In fact, play is essential
for kids to pick up skills like problem solving, reasoning,
memory retention and thinking skills.
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“This is Taking Forever!”
The Underlying Problem
To make the drive to LEGOLAND Florida a non-issue, we had to
find a way to stop the are-we-there-yets. Kids obviously needed
to be kept busy throughout the duration of the car journey, and
parents did not have the attention span or energy to do
it themselves.
But the real question in our minds was, ‘why hasn’t anyone else
figured it out already?’ The tech and game spaces had exploded in
recent years, and there were games for every age group and every
interest conceivable already out there. What had these games
missed? And how could we expect to find a solution better than
the experts?

“What’s That Thing
Out the Window?”
The Insight
Despite the fact that there existed such a large industry of
kids toys, tech, and games, there was very little research
on why kids hate car rides so much. There were only
mommy and daddy bloggers offering their sympathies and
suggestions.
One observation we gravitated towards was the stark
contrast between how adults and kids experience travel.
Tech and travel apps for adults have become increasingly
numerous, sophisticated, and have ultimately given us
control over our travel. We’re armed with wayfinders
like Google; point of interest aggregators like Yelp;
accommodation databases like hoteltonight and Airbnb;
flight trackers, booking engines, and service finders. We
have all the environmental information we could possibly
want at the tap of a button.

But when it came to kids, most apps and games were
designed to help them tune out from their surroundings, and
left them without any information about their environment.
At this point, the truth behind our initial brand insight from
several years prior–that kids are most alive when they are in
control–rang in our ears. What if it was still about giving kids
control of their surroundings, and enabling them to take the
lead, from the backseat? For kids aged 2-12, no information is
the last thing they want. Their brains are rapidly growing and
need to be surrounded by things that feed their imagination
and exercise their cognitive thinking skills – even more so
than adults. Tuning out simply doesn’t satisfy them because
they’re constantly looking for new things to see and explore.
We realized that when they yelled “ARE WE THERE YET?”,
they really want to know “Where are we now?”, “What’s that
thing out the window?” and “What’s its significance to me?”

When kids are young, it’s a good idea to do a little
prep work and choose fun places to stop every two hours
along your route. It’s amazing how much better they behave
after 15-20 minutes of playtime.

I like to find interesting picnic spots, historical monuments,
public parks, and whenever possible, a playground.

Lenora from Burlington, VT
Lenora from Burlington, VT

Most Enjoyed Parts of Summer
Road Trips in the U.S.

The Journey
*Source: https://www.statista.com/statistics/307053/mostenjoyed-parts-of-summer-road-trips-us/
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The answer to our brief
became apparent:
We needed a creative solution
that would spark kids’ natural
curiosity about the world outside
their window, satisfy their thirst
for environmental information,
and let them take the lead from
the moment the car journey began.
Piece of cake. Right?

The Idea
Reinventing the GPS for Kids
Though the thought process was long and arduous, we
arrived at a pretty simple idea: reinvent the GPS for kids.
The GPS freed and empowered us adults all those years
ago, so why shouldn’t it free and empower kids too?
Stitching Google Maps and LEGOLAND stories together,
we created a new type of app that would interact with the
world around it throughout a car journey.
In Quest to LEGOLAND, kids choose from one of four LEGO
themed stories– pirate, adventure, kingdom or beach– and
follow a LEGO Minifigure en route to LEGOLAND Florida.
As parents drive, real-world landmarks pop up in the app
– both informing kids of something interesting around
them and furthering the plot of their story. At each new
landmark, kids are given a piece of trivia to learn or a quiz
to solve engaging them throughout the entire trip.

Share of U.S. Parents Who Allow Their
Kids to Use Devices While Traveling

The GPS experience is mapped in real time using the
Google Maps API, adjusting to any changes in the route.
Because every trip is based on a specific route, what kids
see in app is unique to them, just as with a traditional GPS.
To curate the experience for kids, 5,450 landmarks were
chosen and integrated into the experience– from national
parks and historic places to mountains and caves. More
than 2,000 pieces of contextual educational trivia were
designed and written for kids so that each landmark offers
something new to discover.
By integrating real world destinations into imaginary
storylines and games, every trip is a unique adventure.
Not only are kids informed about their trip’s progress,
they’re also engaged and entertained by their surroundings.
As the kids share new discoveries with their parents, the
trip becomes an interactive and educational game for the
entire family.

Dads

98%
*Source: https://www.statista.com/statistics/415917/parents-who-allow-childrento-use-devices-while-on-vacation-us/

Moms

93%

The Spec-speci-sp-specifics!
When it came to building Quest to LEGOLAND, we focused
on 3 key things:

destination to ensure kids are engaged for the entire trip–
no matter where their family is driving from.

•

Curating landmarks and points of interest that would
specifically interest kids

•

Simplifying the GPS experience by removing
extraneous information, like traffic and navigation

•

Providing an accurate way for kids to know how much
longer they had left on their trip

To simplify the navigation experience and still ensure kids
were getting accurate and real-time information, the app
uses the Google Maps API and chosen route to evenly
space out 60 landmarks along the way. In the game, the
character hops from landmark to landmark on the map,
mirroring the movement of the car. Every 10 landmarks, a
new game is unlocked and the game the kids are playing
progresses.

Keeping these in mind, we manually identified the exact
geo coordinates of 5,450 landmarks across the United
States. These landmarks were exclusively historical,
natural or major urban points of interest, such as the
Empire State Building. By drawing from a database of more
than 155 unique quizzes and 1,920 pieces of fun trivia,
each landmark is displayed with information about the

5,450

Over
GPS Locations

343

Animations

The app works best with GPS functionality enabled,
updating and re-routing in real-time. However, it can also
be played without the GPS enabled using the initial route
identified– just in case mom and dad need to save on data
or battery.
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Total Fun Facts

Total Quizes

4 Mini-Game

Prototypes Created

Art Assets

360

Lines of Dialogue

Sound Design
that matches app theme.
e.g. Horse neigh for “Kingdom”

Sourced Quizes,
Trivia and Games
that matches sourced milestones.
e.g. What were the Wright Brothers
most famous for?

Sourced Milestones
from app database near
GPS location.
e.g. Wright Brothers
National Memorial

Animation
adds LEGO environment.

Navigation
translates to observable
objects.
e.g. I-158 highway

GPS
determines location.
e.g. 36.014749, -75.667851

Mobile Devices
which includes smartphone
and tablet .

The Experience
in Real Time

The Result
By integrating real-time Google Maps data and educational
information within kid-friendly storylines, we gave kids
a new way to experience–and take control of–their car
journey to LEGOLAND.

LEGOLAND open during their live trip and enjoy watching
new landmarks and trivia appear in real time. The power of
real-time location based information does engage and relax
kids, just as it does adults.

In just 4 months since launch, the app recorded 36,385
landmark milestones generated, 23,296 pieces of trivia
read, 9,866 quizzes taken and 1,422 games played. That’s
785 hours of blissfully “ARE WE THERE YET”-less travel
time, proving that by giving kids the right information about
their environment and stimulating their cognitive thinking,
long car journeys don’t have to be a problem at all.

Through the use of data, gamification, and creativity,
we’ve been able to offer 912 families to date a new way to
experience a road trip, with kids engaged, learning, and
starting educational conversations themselves. In this
way, even though long family road trips have steadfastly
remained stressful, uncomfortable, and boring for kids
since cars became mainstream nearly 100 years ago, the
Quest to LEGOLAND app has shown that it can completely
change that dynamic.

What’s more, the average time spent in app is 9.42
minutes, revealing that kids are in fact keeping Quest to
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